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SURFACE
ATTENTION

GUIDES SHOW PADDLERS HOW
TO KNOW ANOTHER WORLD
B Y B R I A N M A C Q U A R R I E | G L O B E S TA F F
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Experiments in reef building include (from top):
concrete ‘‘castle blocks,’’ mounds of surf clam
shells, and concrete reef balls.

WELLFLEET

Getting back
the wild oyster
By Necee Regis

EASTHAM — ‘‘Let’s get ready to rock and roll!’’ Dick Hilmer exhorts his charges, who are gathered in a life-jacketed semicircle on
the sun-blanketed shore of Nauset Marsh.
Rolling in a kayak is not high on the agenda of his afternoon
customers, but Hilmer makes his kayaking tours akin to a rock
concert. This is ecotourism with a rollicking edge, and Hilmer
seeks to combine fun, education, and a body-friendly workout in
the daily excursions of Explore Cape Cod, his kayaking company.
‘‘I don’t teach kayaking. I teach balance,’’ Hilmer says, and he’s
not talking only about staying upright in the slender boats. He’s also referring to an out-of-office appreciation of Cape Cod that
comes from sitting in a slow-moving, low-riding, nature-compatible kayak.
‘‘Just relax and enjoy the ride,’’ Hilmer reminds his paddlers-inwaiting.
That stress-free goal has helped make kayaking popular with
Cape visitors. From Buzzards Bay to Nauset Marsh to the inlets of
Wellfleet and Truro, kayak outfitters are catering to customers
who want a view of an osprey nest instead of the action on a highdefinition television.
‘‘I think kayaking offers our visitors a unique way to explore
Cape Cod that they hadn’t had before,’’ said Kristen Mitchell
Hughes, vice president of marketing for the Cape Cod Chamber of
Commerce. ‘‘There’s such beautiful places to kayak around here.’’
Options for kayakers are plentiful on the Cape, including guided tours, solo rentals, corporate and family outings, eco-tours, and
lessons. Kayaks can be rented for one or two passengers, and the
venues can range from riding ocean surf, to navigating rivers, to
exploring secluded creeks.
Of course, many kayakers bring their own boats, launch them
at a public beach or landing, and set off on a tour limited only by
their whims and their watch. The Cape — prodded by fingers of
saltwater and pocked by freshwater kettle holes — offers a rich variety of scenarios.
‘‘There are coves to explore, there are marshes. On the back
side of West Dennis Beach, there’s a beautiful area to go for a swim
or a walk,’’ says Abi Smith, who, with her husband, Cliff, operates
Bass River Cruises and Kayaks in West Dennis.
‘‘More people want to be involved in active sports, and they’re
just trying to get their exercise in a fun way. It’s a very green sport,’’
says Smith, whose company provides rentals but not guided tours.
‘‘A lot of families are involved. We’ve had people going out with very small children, even a 6-month-old. We’ve also had folks in their
70s and 80s.’’
On Hilmer’s twice-daily tours, which last three or four hours,
kayakers are guided around the maze of Nauset Marsh, located in
the Cape Cod National Seashore, and Pleasant Bay, just above the
elbow of the peninsula. The route can vary according to weather,
wind, and currents, so Hilmer chooses from 14 launching sites in
Eastham, Orleans, and Chatham.
‘‘We analyze the conditions, and we launch where we give the
paddler the best opportunity to have a great time,’’ says Hilmer,
who runs the company with his wife, Linda.
The meteorological vagaries mean that kayakers with reserva-

tions are wise to carry a cellphone as launch time approaches.
On a recent afternoon, after a peppy primer on paddling technique, Hilmer sets an easy pace in Nauset Marsh as he leads eight
kayakers along a quiet channel called Cable Creek. The marsh
grass, clear water, bird sounds, and gentle glide on an outgoing
tide quickly consign the landbound Cape to an out-of-sight world.
‘‘The first 10 minutes I call kayaking chaos,’’ Hilmer tells the
group. Then, after wobbly paddlers become more comfortable
with their mechanics, an entertaining classroom-on-the-marsh begins. Over three hours, Hilmer holds court on the history of horseshoe crabs, the feeding habits of seals, the changing topography of
the barrier beach, and how to read the depth and flow of water.
‘‘Always follow the lobster traps. That’s always a sign of deep
water,’’ Hilmer says. With only a 3-inch draft, however, 15-foot
kayaks can get just about anywhere.
Twice-a-day, seven-day-a-week tours for about 2,500 customers
a year are not a grind. Just the opposite, Hilmer insists.
‘‘It’s the dynamics. It’s the fun. It’s why we teach out here,’’ HilKAYAKING, Page M7

Dick Hilmer (below) leads a tour on Salt Pond Bay in
Eastham last month. Elizabeth Pratt, 83, of Eastham,
loaded her kayak onto her car to come paddle with an
Appalalachian Mountain Club tour around the bay.

GLOBE CORRESPONDENT

‘‘In the 1960s, there were a thousand bushels of oysters out here,’’ said
Bob Prescott, director of Mass Audubon’s Wellfleet Bay Wildlife Sanctuary.
He spreads his arms wide and turns.
We are standing on sand flats off the
western edge of Lieutenant Island in
Wellfleet Bay, and I’m trying hard to
imagine such a thing. I see sand in every direction, an undulating toast-colored landscape punctuated by shimmery pools of tidal water reflecting the
periwinkle sky.
A dozen of us cluster around Prescott. We are on an Oyster Reef Tour,
hoping to learn about the history of
wild oysters on the Outer Cape and to
observe the reef restoration experiments launched in 2009 by Mass Audubon, The Nature Conservancy, and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The project aims to restore a section of an oyster reef that
once extended from Boston through
New York down into Chesapeake Bay.
(The famous Wellfleet oysters of today
are farmed on grants in other parts of
the bay.)
‘‘The oyster habitat is gone,’’ said
Prescott. ‘‘There hasn’t been a [stable]
oyster reef in Wellfleet since 1770. It
was fished out by early harvesters.’’
A compact man with a curly rim of
white hair poking out from beneath his
baseball cap, Prescott has seemingly
boundless energy. Like a true scientist,
he poses more questions than he can
answer, a fact that does not seem to
bother him at all.
‘‘An oyster reef is a massive structure
OYSTERS, Page M6
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‘It’s the dynamics. It’s the fun. It’s why we teach out here. . . . It’s about getting
people out here to understand where they are.’
DICK HILMER (above), owner of Explore Cape Cod
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Luring the wild oyster back to Wellfleet Bay
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of living organisms, the ecological equivalent of coral reefs,’’ he said. ‘‘How do we
rebuild it? This is a giant scientific experiment to get us to the point where we
can restore habitat.’’
The oysters here in the 1960s were
dispersed as strong tides, shifting sands,
and prevailing winds changed the landscape. Without a reef, there was nothing
to hold the oysters in place.
‘‘It’s a dilemma,’’ Prescott said. ‘‘How
do you put oysters back in an area where
the sand is moving? This is the most
challenging aspect of creating a stable
reef. How do you put a foundation under
a reef? What do you use for substrate?’’

Mass Audubon Wellfleet
Bay Wildlife Sanctuary
291 State Highway, Route 6
South Wellfleet
508-349-2615
www.massaudubon.org/Nature_
Connection/Sanctuaries/Wellfleet/
index.php
Oyster Reef Tour
Visit the wild oyster reef restoration
site with sanctuary director Bob
Prescott and enjoy oysters on the
half shell at sunset. Transportation
from the sanctuary is provided.
Monday, Aug. 1, 6:30-9 p.m. and
Monday, Aug. 29, 5-7:30 p.m. $15
Members/$20 Non-members

OYSTERS GONE WILD
Where there used to be natural
reefs people are trying to provide wild
oysters with something to attach to. Look
around at the Cape’s oyster country at
www.boston.com/travel
The enormous tidal flow in Wellfleet
Bay is part of what makes its oysters so
tasty, but it is also problematic for establishing a wild reef. In a mere six hours
the sand on which we are standing will
be under 10 feet of water.
We traipse across the flats in kneehigh boots or sturdy sneakers, attempting to keep up with Prescott, who offers
a running commentary on life on this
spit of land. What I saw as only sand in
fact teems with life. There are horseshoe
crab tracks, fiddler crabs, mud snails
(‘‘the scavenger of the salt marsh’’),
glassy tube worms, a smattering of oysters, razor clams, and the egg masses of
lug worms, long gelatinous forms that
look like jellyfish.
Prescott lifts his binoculars and
points to a small brown animal skittering across the sand. ‘‘I’ve never seen a
chipmunk out here before!’’
When the scientist leading a tour is
excited and surprised by the habitat, the
enthusiasm is infectious. We are like 10year-olds in awe of our surroundings.
We have come to learn about oysters,
and we do.
The sanctuary, which owns 243 acres
of these flats, is experimenting with a se-
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Bob Prescott, director of the Wellfleet Bay Wildlife Sanctuary, with a tour
group at the concrete balls being tried in an effort by Mass Audubon, the
state, and the Town of Wellfleet to get wild oysters to develop reefs again.
ries of structures where oyster seeds can
attach themselves and thrive. In order to
grow, a wild infant oyster needs to attach
to a hard surface, such as a rock or a
larger shell. Working closely with Massa-

chusetts Department of Fish and Game’s
Division of Marine and Fisheries and the
Town of Wellfleet, the Mass Audubon
staff is utilizing bare concrete balls, concrete blocks, netted mesh bags filled

with more shells, and mounds of surf
clam shells called cultch, or what Prescott describes as ‘‘shell mulch,’’ to discover what will best form a reef structure.
After monitoring the structures for
the past two years, they have determined
some methods work better than others.
One experiment that involved placing
shell-filled bags around a cultch ridge
mound seemed promising, but with
nothing to anchor them, all the shells
dispersed. More promising are experiments using circles of cultch, as well as
concrete ‘‘castle blocks’’ that stack upon
each other.
The project this summer is to decide
what to do next.
‘‘We’re getting close to proposing the
next step,’’ said Prescott. ‘‘We need to go
big. We’re working with coastal geologists to decide how to proceed.’’
We pause to watch a razor clam partially ooze from its shell and burrow into
the sand. Moments later, it jackknifes
and disappears beneath the seaweed
strewn surface, reminding us that this
‘‘laboratory’’ is a living, diverse biosystem.
‘‘ The science behind this [reef
project] is so interesting,’’ said Celeste
Young, a biology teacher in Great Bar-
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THE BETHEL INN RESORT

COLONIAL GABLES OCEANFRONT VILLAGE

$99 Complete Resort Getaways | 3 days, 2 nights: Country Elegant Lodging, a four

Relax on private seaside porches. Magnificent ocean views. Sandy beach for swim-

course Dinner & Breakfast daily, unlimited golf from $99 pp/night! Upgrade to a

ming. Quaint cottages, guest rms w/cable TV & internet. Belfast is a historic seaside

Deluxe room, receive a $50 spa voucher. www.bethelinn.com 800-654-0125

town. Antique Shops, Dining Arts. www.colonialgables.com 800-YES-MAIN

GLENMOOR BY THE SEA

INN AT OCEAN'S EDGE

CAMDEN

Inspired cuisine & never-ending ocean views from every guestrm. Couples seeking
a romantic getaway will enjoy in-rm frpl & oversize Jacuzzi, outdoor hot-tub, infinity
edge htd pool, massage treatment rms, & 4 Diamond dining at The Edge. Perfect secluded loc to explore Camden & mid-coast. theinnatoceansedge.com 207-236-0945

PORTLAND AND CASCO BAY
PROUTS NECK

MASSACHUSETTS

CAMDEN

Expansive ocean views from your cottage or guestroom private deck. Enjoy our two
heated pools & tennis among the pines. Minutes from picturesque Camden Harbor.
All rooms w/priv bath, flatscreen TV, fridge & microwave. Wi-Fi access.
www.glenmoorbythesea.com Special Globe rate. Toll Free: 855-706-7905

BLACK POINT INN

rington. ‘‘I like the statistical analysis
and seeing the experiments that failed.’’
Lynn Stelman of San Francisco
agrees. ‘‘I enjoyed seeing research in action. Seeing the things that work and
don’t work. It’s very refreshing.’’
Why should we care so much about
restoring the reef? An oyster filters 50 to
60 gallons of water a day, and healthy
shellfish populations that are not disturbed act as a filter.
‘‘I believe that shellfish is our salvation to have clean coastal waters,’’ said
Prescott. ‘‘This is the future.’’
The reef restoration project has been
years in the making, and is supported by
the shellfish advisory committee and
Wellfleet’s Board of Selectmen and its
shellfish constable. Prescott is pleased to
have brought oyster farmers and scientists together to sit at a table and talk.
‘‘You have to start the dialogue of how
to live in this harbor,’’ he said. ‘‘Dialogue
creates a picture and understanding of
how the ecosystem works. It makes for a
strong social community. We’ve introduced ‘oyster the natural habitat’ into
the conversation, rather than just ‘oyster
the product.’ ’’
As we head back across the flats and
climb the wood stairs to the van that will
ferry us to the Nature Center facility
(where there is a wonderful exhibition
about the project, with examples of the
concrete balls and blocks), the talk turns
to eating oysters.
‘‘I don’t know much about oysters
and restoration, but now I might have to
try and eat one,’’ said Young.
‘‘We’re going to the Beachcomber
now for oysters,’’ said Chris Rudomin of
Bolton.
I’m ready for a dozen or so myself.
This is, after all, the capital city of oysters and it would be a shame not to sample them.
But I pause for a moment at the top of
the wood stairs and survey the sandy expanse.
‘‘If this works, in 25 years there will
be a whole less sand out here,’’ said Prescott. ‘‘You’ll be standing on layers of oysters.’’

SCARBOROUGH

From romantic getaway weekends to holiday and mid-week specials, your chance to
stay in luxurious oceanfront rooms and wine & dine in 4 star facilities at spectacular
savings – just 2 hours from Boston, and 15 minutes from Portland's Old Port. Check
us out at: www.blackpointinn.com 207-883-2500
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BERKSHIRES & WESTERN MA
THE WILLIAMS INN
Centrally located North Berkshires 125 rms, indoor pool, sauna, hot tub, FS dining
room, Tavern, weekend entertainment, 3 day/2 night plan incl. 2 breakfasts/1 dinner
each. Near sports/cultural attracts. On-the-Village Green Rt 2 & US 7 Williamstown
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MID CAPE
THE CORSAIR & CROSS RIP OCEANFRONT RESORT
On our Private Beach with Indoor and Outdoor Pool, Game Room and WiFi! All
rooms with Kitchenettes 2Q beds, LCD/blueray *HBO*. Try our Summer Blast Package with meals and event tickets. #1 in our area on Travel Web sites. 508-398-6600
www.corsaircrossrip.com

THREE SEASONS OCEANFRONT RESORT
On the ocean with 300' private beach. Each room with private balcony or patio.
Spectacular views. Outdoor heated pool. Free WiFi. Enjoy breakfast/lunch in our
cafe. From $210 per night double occ. effective 7/1-8/27. Dine in our Ocean House
Restaurant directly on the ocean. 508-398-6091. www.threeseasonsresort.com.

ANCHORAGE INN & RESORT
Over 200 oceanfront, Atrium, Ocean Suites & Lofts rooms. 2 indr/2 outdr pools,

In addition to the Boston Globe the

WiFi, oceanfront dining, fitness center, and poolside cafe. On beautiful Long Sands
Beach in view of Nubble Lighthouse. www.anchorageinn.com 207-363-5112

COLONY HOTEL
Oceanfront historic green hotel, gardens, sandy beach, heated saltwater pool, 2
oceanview restaurants, complete breakfast & WiFi. Shops, sail and lobster cruises.
Seaside Escape Package from $159.00 per night! 800-552-2363
www.thecolonyhotel.com

FRANCISCAN GUEST HOUSE HOTEL
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boston.com/travel

and every Sunday in the Worcester Telegram & Gazette.

Short stroll to beach & Kennebunkport. Full continental breakfast incl. Saltwater

MEADOWMERE RESORT
Ogunquit Summer Sizzle! Heart of village, walk to beach, Marginal Way. Family &
Jacuzzi Suites. Playhouse, Surfing packages. Trolley. Indoor/outdoor pool, hot tubs,
fitness center, spa, wireless internet, game room, pub. Just 1 hour from Boston!
Res: Online www.meadowmere.com or call 800-633-8718.

STAGE NECK INN ON THE OCEAN

The Tides Beach Club provides luxury amenities, exceptional service and an incredible beachfront location. Sunlit rooms reflect a chic vibe & onsite dining features local
ingredients prepared in a thoughtful way. Savor the beach & experience first class
hospitality at this stunning location! www.tidesbeachclubmaine.com 207-967-3757

Mod. cott’s on beautiful Kennebago Lake in West. Mtns. Great family or fishing vacation on lake/streams. Swim, boat, mtn nature hikes & biking, moose sightings,
wildlife. 3 meals daily. Reasonable rates. Pets welcome. Stay 3 or more days less
10% & free Rangeley Boat-with this ad. 1-800-633-4815 www.grantscamps.com

MARGATE ON WINNIPESAUKEE
Luxury Lakeside Resort *KIDS STAY FREE! 141 guest rms, heated indoor pool,
whirlpool, sauna, fitness center, spa. Free Cont. Brkfst. Ski & Stay Program. Save
midwk. Minutes to tax free outlets. Restrx. www.themargate.com 877-584-1571

LINCOLN - WOODSTOCK
SUMMER IN THE WHITE MOUNTAINS
Great Adventures ALL Summer: Zipline, Theatre and Waterpark Packages at Your
Base Camp. Come and Enjoy. Rates from $99pp per night includes choice of
Theatre, Loon Zipline ticket, or Dinner and more! Code: BGlobe 800-654-6183
www.BluegreenRentals.com/SouthMountain

NORTH CONWAY / JACKSON
EAGLE MOUNTAIN HOUSE & GOLF CLUB
DON'T LET SUMMER PASS YOU BY! Built in 1879 family & pet friendly, causal.
12 miles to North Conway, 3 miles to Storyland, en route to Pinkham Notch, Mt.
Washington Auto Road, Wildcat. Starting at $129/night mid-week. 800-966-5779
www.eaglemt.com

OMNI MOUNT WASHINGTON RESORT
Rest & Recreation Package from $145ppdo, includes newly renovated accommodations & choice of Spa treatment, Canopy Tour or Golf! Enjoy pools, new climbing activities, hiking, biking, fine & casual dining. www.omnimountwashingtonresort.com
800-843-6664

RED JACKET RESORTS – FOX RIDGE RESORT
Near Story Land & free shuttle to Kahuna Laguna in North Conway, NH. From
$169/night + tax, w/free breakfast, mini golf & activities! Military per diem welcome!
Book now at www.redjacketresorts.com 800.RJACKET

SEASONS CONDOMINIUM RESORT
Tis the Seasons for Summer Fun! Attraction packages to Attitash, Clark's Trading
Post, Santa's Village & Story Land from $355 for 2 Nts & 1 Attraction. Also avail. 3rd
Nt Half Off or 4th Nt Free! Details online. www.seasonsnh.com 800-332-6636
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NANTUCKET
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